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Abstract: This paper aims at briefly explaining graphic journalism and distinguishing it from comics journalism,
as well as approaching graphic journalism via looking at the concept of interactivity. The second part discusses
the case studies of The Nisoor Square Shooting (2010) and Ferguson Firsthand (2015) created by Dan Archer.
It analyses and interprets how the two pieces of graphic journalism create new ways of storytelling, what their
innovative elements are, to what extent interactivity occurs and which functions it fulfils.
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1 Introduction
The case studies are chosen due to the fact that they can both be classified as graphic journalism. They work with a
variety of different graphic media (e.g. photographs, maps, infographics, videos etc.), but also consist of parts exclusively
created as comics journalism. With The Nisoor Square Shooting (NSS) (2013) by Dan Archer,1 we encounter a piece of
art that can also be classified as web-comics journalism. It includes an interactive timeline, available on the internet,
which narrates panel-by-panel, and thus minute-by-minute, what happened during the 15-minute bloodbath at the Nisoor
Square in Bagdad in 2013. Opinions differ whether NSS also belongs to a transmedial storyworld, or whether it is just the
same story re-told in another medium.2 Compared to this, the case study Ferguson Firsthand (FF) (2015), which Dan
Archer created two years later, is also a piece of web-comics journalism but with three major differences from the other
piece. First, it uses virtual reality, which adds a new dimension to the field of graphic journalism in such that the recipient
immerses into Michael Brown’s crime scene from the very beginning. Second, by wearing an Oculus Rift,3 the mechanics
behind FF are based on a game engine and create a game-like environment around the Ferguson shooting scene
reminiscent of playing a video game with forensic material. And third, the comics journalism is embedded within
1 Dan Archer is a comics journalist who spent time at Stanford University working on ways to promote comics journalism. Archer has made a career
out of creating journalistic content in the form of drawn images. As a former Reynolds Journalism Institute fellow, he currently explores how mobile
access to news stories and the line between technology and journalism have changed. He is also the founder of Empathetic Media, a new media
agency that experiments with VR, augmented reality and 3D journalism.
2 In my PhD project ‘Comics Journalism – (New) Journalism, New(s) Genre?!’, I analyse the different forms of graphic/comics journalism, including in
the context of transmedial collaborations. As this is still an ongoing project, I do not want to tie myself down regarding the extent to which NSS can be
transmedial.
3 See: Oculus Rift https://www3.oculus.com/en-us/rift/
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the storyworld. Each of the eight eyewitnesses of Michael Brown’s murder receives a storyline, drawn entirely in comics
style, in which s/he reports her/his impressions and testimonies. What NSS and FF have in common is that they are
pieces of graphic journalism creating a new way of storytelling by using the means of technology in order to produce
innovative elements for narrating the plot. This goes far beyond the capabilities of ‘conventional’ journalism. However, the
cases do not only tell the narrative but also force the recipient to activate him/herself, because both pieces use the
concept of interactivity, even if to different degrees.
Hence, the aim of this paper is to find out how the two case studies create new ways of storytelling, what their
innovative elements are, to what extent interactivity occurs and which function they fulfil. Before examining the case
studies, I would like to introduce the difference between comics journalism (CJ) and graphic journalism (GJ). These are
ways of journalistic storytelling that are not as widespread in the anglophone community and therefore require an
explanation. Moreover, I will briefly elaborate on transmediality in combination with comics journalism, as this will be
especially relevant in the context of FF as well as for the concept of interactivity.

2 Approaching Graphic Jour nalism and Comics
Jour nalism
According to American literary scholar Hillary Chute, graphic journalism stands in the long tradition of ‘drawing to tell’
and is ‘a genre both old and new’ as well as ‘a practice’.4 Both graphic journalism and comics journalism tell their stories
with pictures and texts, particularly in the form of caption boxes and speech balloons, yet they are not interchangeable.5
The shortest way to define comics journalism6 is to understand it as a synthesis of graphic narratives and journalistic
techniques regarding the research and production process. It is a generally acclaimed fact among comics scholars
that the genre of comics journalism has been mainly influenced and shaped by the works of Joe Sacco, who is
best known for his serious comics reportages Palestine (1996), or Safe Area Goražde (2000), where he describes the
Israeli-Palestinian relations.
Comics journalists investigate a story as a ‘traditional’ journalist would, but their narratives are presented in a graphic
narrative style and not only as pure texts, videos or single photographs. They condense journalistic content into a
‘deliberate sequence’ of art, known as comics form.7 This means that CJ challenges both the restrictions and
requirements in terms of content (‘What do I really need to say?’) and form (‘How much space can I use?’). As comics
journalists are often freelancers, they are also likely to face issues of financial uncertainty, yet also may enjoy
independence from newspapers’ political leanings. On the one hand, they are granted a higher degree of creative
leeway and can do what they like, such as invest more time in collecting background information. On the other hand,
even though it is beginning to change, great pieces of CJ can usually still only be realised through crowdfunding,
Kickstarter campaigns or other types of financial support and patronage.8
In contrast to cartoons or comics strips published in newspapers, CJ is in general not involved with ‘up-to-the-minute’
news. Moreover, it is not found on a daily basis in newspapers or magazines but rather with contemporary issues that
are often published in the form of the reportage. Even if journalism is as much an art form as drawing, the latter is more
4 Hillary Chute, Disaster Drawn: Visual Witness, Comics, and Documentary Form, Belknap Press, 2016, p. 197.
5 Recent years have shown that authors and artists as well as researchers and laypersons seem to use CJ and GJ arbitrarily in both their scientific
discourse and their everyday vernacular discourse. ‘Comics’ and ‘graphics’ are simply not the same, and in order to avoid language confusion, I
suggest understanding ‘comics journalism’ separately from ‘graphic journalism’. I argue that graphic journalism should function as an umbrella term for
any sort of journalism with visual data of any form including, but not limited to, word-picture-illustrations, colorations, graphics or any other sort of visual
images such as maps, statistics, infographics and lines. Comics journalism shall then be understood as its own field of study. It can, of course, be
situated among graphic journalism due to the fact that the panel, as one of the main features of comics, can also be seen as a graphic. However, this
relationship does not function the other way around. For example, a drawing, which is also referred to as a ‘picture’, can be a panel or an arrangement
of panels on a page, but it cannot automatically count as ‘comics’. In summary, this classification only functions in one direction.
6 In the following referred to as ‘GJ’; ‘CJ’ is used for comics journalism, and ‘TMGJ’ is used for transmedial graphic journalism.
7 For an introduction to comics studies, see Scott McCloud, Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art, Harper Perennial, 1992, p. 20.
8 Some of the most famous public platforms of GJ are, for example, Cartoon Movement and Symbolia!
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Figure 1. ‘Meta-Graphic Journalism by Eva Hilhorst, Drawing the Times (2014), panel block 1, (click on the green arrow on the right
edge of the website to unfold the piece), with kind permission of the author.
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Figure 2. ‘Meta-Graphic Journalism by Dan Archer, What is Comics Journalism? (2011), panel block 1, © Dan Archer
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time-intensive because of the required colouring, digitalising, panel/page-arranging etc. It is often the case that only a
handful of graphic and comics journalists know the challenges of both areas and produce the texts as well as the
images. Most of them are either journalists or cartoonists and work in teams composed of a letterer, a writer and an
illustrator. The choice of medium is also based on the parameter of sustainability. Ink on paper, more specifically the
copy of ink on paper, seems to have become quite popular again. Based on this observation and the heterogeneous
variety of genre and forms within CJ, I suggest classifying it into two categories: book-length comics journalism and
web-comics journalism. The latter can either stand for itself or occur as part of a transmedial storyworld.9

3 Interactive Stor ytelling
Before discussing interactivity in terms of CJ, it is worth looking at the term’s use as a general concept, as well as from a
journalistic and narratological perspective. ‘Interactivity’, in its basic sense, is understood as the communication with a
computer machine during the course of the programme or application. However, as rightly observed by Ryan, the term
‘interactivity’ has been ‘under attack by cybertheorists for being too vague, especially after advertising language fell in
love with it and started promoting everything under the sun as interactive’.10
When applying the concept of interactivity to storytelling and narratology, the meaning of the term seems to be
ambiguous. In many digital forms, the actions of users influence the evolution of the storyline. The narrative is not
predetermined, which provides the element of entertainment for the user. As game designer Chris Crawford argues, ‘[I]t
mandates choice for the user. Every interactive application must give its user a reasonable amount of choice. No
choice, no interactivity. This is not a rule of thumb; it is an absolute, uncompromising principle.’11 However, in the
context of journalism studies, The Oxford Dictionary of Journalism is more precise with its statement that ‘journalism in
the digital age [allows] instant feedback from audience members to journalists and also directly to other members of the
audience’ because of ‘the submission of user-generated content […], invitations to participate in online polls, the use of
crowdsourcing to generate material for informative graphics […], and giving website users the power to decide in what
order or format they wish material to be displayed’.12 In addition, reporters and audiences now often interact with each
other via social media as buttons direct the user immediately to social networking sites, e.g. Facebook, Twitter or
Instagram. These channels are frequently used by creators of (visual) digital journalism to spread content and meaning
and arouse attention as well as curiosity for the story, which can also be found in the works of Dan Archer.

4 The Nisoor Square Shooting (2010) by Dan Archer
The Nisoor Square Shooting is a piece of GJ by graphic journalist Dan Archer about the shootings at Nisoor Square,
a crossroads in western Baghdad. According to official hospital records, 17 people were killed and 20 were injured
due to Blackwater, a North American-based private military company that protects American diplomats and civilian
officials in Iraq, while escorting a US embassy convoy on 16 September 2007. The killings outraged Iraqis and strained
relations between Iraq and the United States, especially the opinions and statements as to who fired first and why.13
9 In the broadest sense, ‘transmedia’ simply means ‘across media’ and is often used interchangeably with the terms ‘plurimedia’, ‘crossmedia’ and
‘multimedia’ (for more, see: Werner Wolf 1999; Irina Rajewsky 2002/2003; Christine Schwanecke 2012; Gabriele Rippl 2015). Henry Jenkins, a former
MIT media scholar and current Provost Professor of Communication, Journalism, and Cinematic Arts at the University of Southern California, was the
first to coin the concept of transmediality (TM) in his publication Convergence Culture (2006). According to him, TM ‘represents a process where
integral elements of a fiction get dispersed systematically across multiple delivery channels for the purpose of creating a unified and coordinated
entertainment experience. Ideally, each medium makes its own unique contribution to the unfolding of the story’ (2007, his blog). As one can see, it
describes a process in which at least two distinct media are used to narrate a story across multiple delivery channels. Scholars from different
disciplines are constantly redefining the still-emerging concept of transmedia. In literary studies, it is commonly named ‘transmedia storytelling’ (TMS).
(For a more in-depth introduction to this field, see Jan-Noël Thon’s publication, ‘Transmedial Narratology and Contemporary Media Culture’, 2016.)
10 Marie-Laure Ryan, Avatars of Story, University of Minnesota Press, 2006, p. 99.
11 Chris Crawford, ‘Assumptions Underlying the Erasmatron Storytelling System,’ Narrative Intelligence, in John Benjamins, ed, 2003, p. 191.
12 Tony Harcup, ed, ‘interactivity,’ Oxford Dictionary of Journalism, OUP, 2014.
13 On 13 April 2015, Slatten, one of the main Blackwater soldiers involved, was sentenced to life in prison in a US federal court, while the other three
guards were sentenced to 30 years in prison.
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Blackwater guards claim that Iraqi policemen and civilians shot at them, while eyewitnesses and Iraqi police officers
insist that the guards opened fire first in the square, unprovoked, and continued shooting even as civilians fled for their
lives. NSS attempts to show different perspectives on the incident pieced together from news reports and eyewitness
testimony. It also offers a new perspective on US foreign and domestic policy and gives voice to stories that would not
otherwise be heard.14

4.1 First Steps on the NSS website

Figure 3. A screenshot of the start screen of The Nisoor Square Shooting.

After accessing NSS’s homepage, one encounters an aerial photograph of Nisoor Square, reminiscent of a satellite
image from Google Earth. The viewer gets simple, short instructions on how to use the slider to move through the
timeline. The scenic complexity is minimised and filled with the steady flashing of two different geometric forms, varying
in size and connected to three different colours: a green circle symbolises Iraq police officials, a yellow rectangle
indicates several civilian cars and a larger red rectangle represents the Blackwater guards.
The user follows the plot by clicking on the coloured geometric shapes. Windows with frames, specifically single panels
with speech balloons, then pop up. If the user clicks on these frames once more, one sees that they are hyperlinked to
various other homepages. These are the websites from which Archer has taken his (audio-visual) source material, as
well as the interviews with eyewitnesses. According to the author, NSS is therefore ‘an interactive comic with content
underneath it’.15
14 See: Archer on http://multiplejournalism.org/case/the-nisoor-square-shootings
15 See: Archer on http://multiplejournalism.org/case/the-nisoor-square-shootings
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Figure 4. A screenshot of the event at 12:24 p.m.

Figure 5. A screenshot of NSS at 12:24 p.m. from the perspective of Iraq police officials.
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Figure 6. A screenshot of NSS at 12:24 p.m. from the perspective of Iraq police officials II.

Figure 7. A screenshot of the event from civilians’ perspectives.
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Figure 8. A screenshot of the event from civilians’ perspectives II.

Figure 9. A screenshot of NSS at 12:24 p.m. from the Blackwater guards.
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NSS promises to be an ‘interactive timeline comic’16; a timeline consisting of twelve different points of time from 12:24
until 12:39 on 16 September 2007 directs the viewer to the lower right side of the photo.
This excerpt from the first plot at 12:24 p.m. of NSS shows that there are different characters simultaneously interacting
in the diegetic world. At this specific moment in history, the events have naturally happened at the same time. In order to
understand their messages fully, Archer slows down the process of narration by splitting the main plot into sequences.
Each sequence consists of different panels that form the plot within each of the twelve pieces, or ‘frequencies’, of time.
Hereby, it does not matter which geometric form (and therewith which character) to click on first, as all is happening at
the same time. In other words, the recipient is free to choose any story s/he likes to read.
It can therefore be concluded that the linear narration as a main feature of traditional storytelling has been broken
up and no longer exists. What does that mean? The series of screenshots I arranged here is just one way of reading
the first time-sequence. Theoretically, it is also possible to move along the timeline and only focus on the statements
from one group, such as the Blackwater guards (red rectangle), before switching to the other eyewitness accounts.
One could argue that this turns the event into a more personal and dynamic experience, because the spatiotemporal strength of comics is used here to play with the characters’ voices and allows the recipient to form his/her
own opinion.

5 Ferguson Firsthand (2015) by Dan Archer
Created five years after the NSS project, Ferguson Firsthand differs hugely in form, content and technical deployment
on both the production side and the reception side, because it uses VR and is available as a desktop and android
application. The full experience, however, runs only on the Unity game engine while using the Oculus Rift. FF is a 3D
forensic walkthrough that combines graphic journalism and comics journalism with virtual reality in order to recreate the
crime scene of Michael Brown’s shooting. Michael Brown, an 18-year-old black man, was fatally shot on 9 August
2014 by white police officer Darren Wilson, 28, in Ferguson, Missouri, a northern suburb of St. Louis.
Video 1: ‘Ferguson Firsthand VR: Explore the Canfield Green Apartments Scene’, © all rights by Empathetic Media, 29
January 2016. Please visit the online version of the article to watch the video.
The disputed circumstances of the shooting of the unarmed man received considerable attention in the United States
and across the world. It sparked existing tensions in the majority-black city, attracted protesters from outside the region
and generated vigorous debates about the relationship between law enforcement and African Americans and about
police officers’ use of force in Missouri and nationwide. Brown’s death rapidly turned into a ‘media event’, not only
receiving 24-hour news coverage, but also going across any type of (social) media.

5.1 The Aim of FF and the Importance of Comics
Jour nalism for the Piece of Ar t
Based on eight eyewitness’ accounts of Michael Brown’s death given to media outlets such as CNN and NBC, as well
as other evidence and documentation (e.g. photographs, videos, police reports, grand jury verdicts), this piece allows
the user to compare and contrast these differing eyewitness reports to see ‘how each incident has given rise to such a
wide range of perspectives’ of the incident.17 Even if there are a variety of different media outlets reconstructing the
shooting,18 it is comics journalism that builds the main media element in the storyworld. This is due to its quantitative
16 www.archcomix.com
17 See: Fusion, ‘Virtual-reality experiment lets you walk around the Ferguson shooting scene,’ Fusion, 17 August 2015.
18 Depending on which definition of ‘medium’ one uses, one comes across radio and TV interviews, newspaper articles, smartphone videos
(immediately uploaded on YouTube after the shooting), texts (police reports and jury verdicts), hyperlinks, photographs and graphic narratives.
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and qualitative importance to the plot,19 because each eyewitness account in its own unique way delivers the plot from
multiple perspectives. Also, in order to make the Ferguson-shooting as widely accessible among society as possible
(even for those people who do not have VR experience or, accordingly, technical possibilities), all graphic narratives
exist independently.20 Consequently, the narration can be understood by bypassing the virtual reality experience, even
if the complete virtual reality experience only works on desktop computers.

Figure 10. The drawn avatars of the eyewitnesses.

5.2 First Steps in Ferguson Firsthand
Aroused by wearing the Oculus Rift, a VR headset, the recipient is put into the storyworld from the very first moment
onward. Once inside, the user can either use the mouse to control where s/he looks or the cursor keys to move in that
direction. The landscape of the storyworld and the Canfield Green Apartments, of course, are alike.21 In FF, the user
cannot create an avatar or profile of him/herself. S/he is depicted as a blue arrow whose moves within the storyworld
19 According to intermediality studies, the ‘dominance of a medium’ ( Wolf 1999: 38) and the ‘quantity of intermediality’ (Wolf 1999: 38) play a decisive
role in the analysis of literature. In FF, one encounters ‘total intermediality’, which means that the entire work is ‘intermedial’. Depending on the
understanding of a ‘medium’, comics journalism, in the form of digital graphic narratives, is the dominant medium here.
20 See: http://static.fusion.net/ferguson-stories/index.html?utm_source=link_in_article&utm_medium=site&utm_content=ferguson&utm_
campaign=VR_mobile [Accessed on 21 December 2016]
21 ‘In terms of pipeline, I first went to the scene to take picture references (but was unable to contact the eyewitnesses in person), then mapped out
the environment using Google SketchUp. Then I produced basic building/car/tree/street outlines on top of Google Earth satellite imagery and sent
those to a team of 3D artists, who rendered the outlines into high-resolution 3D assets using 3DS Studio Max. Those were then assembled and the
interactivity programmed inside the Unity game engine’ (Archer quoted in Fusion, ‘Virtual-reality experiment lets you walk around the Ferguson
shooting scene,’ Fusion, 17 August 2015, http://fusion.net/story/31200/ferguson-vr/).
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can only be followed on the map from a bird’s eye perspective. This allows for a feeling of distance from the subject of
investigation. I argue that this distance is essential in order to fulfil journalistic claims, such as having minimal contact
with the subject at hand in order to provide a neutral and objective report with regard to multiple perspectives.

Figure 11. A screenshot of the home screen of Ferguson Firsthand.

Similar to the intentional meaning of the use of colours in NSS, there are again three different colours of beacons: black
stands for audio material, white represents forensic evidence and coloured beacons are for the graphic narratives.
Following the arrows and walking into a beacon will activate a story, which one can read through panel by panel. Black
and white beacons can be visited at any time, whereas the coloured ones are linked chronologically to guide the user
through the area, starting with the most important eyewitness testimony.

5 . 3 E x a m p l e : T h e P l o t To l d b y T i f f a n y M i t c h e l l
In the fifteen panels, one can see the crime scene and the events as observed by Tiffany Mitchell. She was standing at
the corner of her house, which was one of the closest to the crime scene. In her narrative, Mitchell describes how she
noticed two boys standing very close to the police car and a police officer who was trying to pull one of the boys in the
car. Immediately after that, she heard a gunshot and got out the way. More shots followed. Panel 9 depicts a person,
namely Michael Brown, starting to run away from the car, but the police officer follows him while shooting. By this time,
the boy is already hit and turns around with his hands up, but the police officer ‘continues to walk up on him and shoot
him until he goes all the way down’ (Mitchell, panel 14).
All panels follow the same structure and are of the same conventional (rectangular) size typical for comics. This form
is also appropriate for the realisation of web-comics because a traditional, rectangular panel has a similar shape to
a window; the latter can also be found in computer technology and everyday language. The series of panels lack
speech balloons because it is only Tiffany narrating and therewith also focalising. Her words are put in caption boxes.
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Figure 12. The first panel of the story told by the eyewitness Tiffany Mitchell.
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The panels look very similar in the scenes depicted and only slightly vary in their contents. Apart from the characters,
the reader always sees the same landscape: the same part of the street, the pavement and some trees in the
background. Her statement in the last panel, ‘It was super shocking’, corresponds with the image’s statement. The boy
lies with his face on the ground and his baseball cap next to him. Curved lines symbolise the steam still coming out from
the gun which signifies the final shot that had occurred just moments before. Additionally, the police officer is still in a
shooting posture. His facial expression remains unclear, as Mitchell stands too far away to recount this detail. Much like
Tiffany Mitchell, the series of panels leave the recipient with a feeling of shock. According to Archer, the final drawings
‘have not been reviewed by the witnesses for accuracy. None of the witnesses returned inquiries about the project’.22

6 Tr anspar ency and Reliability of Baring Sour ces
through the Help of Other Media
Tiffany Mitchell’s account said that she was ‘coming around the corner,’ but that she also saw Wilson and
Brown ‘tussling through the window,’ which I [Dan Archer] took to mean that she was on the same side of the
street as they were (otherwise, her view would have been blocked by the police car). I also assumed she was
on the east side of the apartment building as otherwise that would have meant Brown would have run towards
her and been approximately a dozen feet away from her when he was fatally shot, which is a detail that I
thought Mitchell would have emphasized had it been the case.23

This quote demonstrates how the author tries to report and draw the story as accurately as possible based on the
eyewitness’ reports given to the police. One gets an idea of how the drawings reflect Archer’s understanding of the
crime scene. Even if he names his references, quotes sources and inserts hyperlinks, the visual interpretation of the
recordings is restricted to his artistic licence and drawing talent. In the creation of FF, he also explains that ‘[t]he specific
locations of the eyewitnesses were generated based on first-hand visits to the scene, cross-referenced with footage that
some of those witnesses made publicly available’.24
Similar to NSS, Archer makes his methodology of the production process transparent, which is more important because
of the non-fiction context and journalistic claim of being trustworthy and using reliable sources.25 Yet, even if many
textual and pictorial contributions enrich the content with additional perspectives, an increasing range of digital
information also requires more contextualisation, classification and background information.26 The question remains as
to how one can prove the trustworthiness and reliability of these sources. This, indeed, is a difficult question to answer,
which cannot be answered here. Nevertheless, I agree with the comics journalism scholar Lukas Plank who argues
elsewhere that transparency is the new objectivity in graphic journalism and can be inserted differently and varies
among comics journalists.27 The insertion of or hyperlinking to other media material, and thereby the disclosure of
sources, authenticates the value of the content presented as well as the working process and producers’ reliability.
Archer has referred to ‘an interactive comic with content underneath it’28 in the context of NSS. With that, Archer refers
to the sources other media, such as TV channels and radio stations, have used for their news coverage.

22 It is always up to the reader to decide whether or not to believe Archer. However, his word should be taken for granted; otherwise, the recipient find
his/herself lost in a paradox, because at least one author exists behind each piece of journalism. If one cannot believe anybody, why read news?
23 Fusion, ‘Virtual-reality experiment lets you walk around the Ferguson shooting scene,’ Fusion, 17 August 2015.
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid.
26 See: Leonard Novy, ‘Vorwärts (n)immer? Normalität, Normativität und die Krise des Journalismus,’ Journalismus in der digitalen Moderne:
Einsichten – Ansichten, in Leif Kramp and Leonard Novy et al., eds, Springer VS, 2013, p. 26.
27 Lukas Plank, Blog, 2016, https://lukasplank.com/
28 See: Archer quoted in multiplejournalism.org, ‘The Nisoor Square Shootings,’ Multiplejournalism, 2010.
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7 What’s in a Name? – The User as …?!
What has become clear in NSS and FF is that the recipient’s role in the process of reading has changed. Even if the
main narrative arc in the form of the minute-to-minute timeline-narrative sets the overarching reading frame in NSS, the
reader decides which plot to follow first, where to go next, which content to skip and where to read further material. In
FF, the user’s engagement even goes beyond mere choice-making since it is possible for the recipient to wear VR
glasses and thus dive into a 3D-storyworld.
Surprisingly, an academic discourse suggesting a satisfying description for the person at the other end of the medium in
the context of non-fictional graphic journalism has not yet been developed.29 If you read a text, you are a reader. If you
look at something, you are a viewer (and sometimes even an observer). So, what is in a name? What should people
who play, watch, listen, read, explore, etc. on the internet be called in a non-fiction context? Of course, they do not
necessarily do all of these things at the same time, and usually not all together, but to refer to them simply as ‘users’
seems to be too vague and simplistic put compared to the fact that a person who arbitrarily surfs the internet can also
be referred to as a user.
Based on the findings of case studies, it seems that the reader is no longer merely a recipient or reader; s/he can also
be a consumer, user, detective, player or amateur journalist. Bernd Oswald uses the term ‘prosumer’ to describe this
new user’s role(s).30 However, comics studies offer a term that perhaps better describes the ‘agency’ of a person using
or operating a medium that requires the combination of many senses. In the context of web-based comics, Thierry
Groensteen uses the term ‘readeragent’, a moniker I would also like to adopt here.31 It fits in well with the cases
presented here, because reading and interacting become two different modes of attention. According to Groensteen, ‘[t]
he reader no longer asks “What happens next” or “How is this story going to end”, but “What new actions will I be asked
to perform?”’.32 It is for future research to prove whether Groensteen’s statements are true and to what extent the
medial form influences the content in interactive non-fiction graphic journalism.

8 Stor ytelling and ‘Stor yworld-Exploring’—Two
Degrees of Interactivity
Although the two case studies are situated within a non-fictional journalistic context, I draw on the concept of storytelling
originating in a fictional context in literary studies. This is exactly what comics journalists, like traditional journalists, do:
they tell stories to get their readers interested in topics. As Ansgar Nünning in the context of perspectivity in short texts
once said, ‘But man […] is the story-telling animal’.33 In order to draw a line to storytelling and to define the more active
engagement of the reader in FF, I would like to speak of a readeragent exploring the storyworld. This is an action of
engagement that differs from that one in NSS, but it is also different from the rather high readeragent’s input in gaming,
e.g. the requirements on the readeragent when playing video games.
Besides the observation that the readeragent has to interact more actively, the question is now whether the degree of
participation differs, if at all, between the case studies. To anticipate the answer, I argue that there are different levels of
interactivity to observe. Whereas NSS can be classified as storytelling, FF reminds us once more of storyexploring and
goes in the direction of storyplaying which, according to Domsch, is when things are played as games and read as
29 Although communication in the twenty-first century is mostly directed from ‘many-to-many’ in the cases presented here, one still encounters the
‘one-to-one’ communication situation because a given content produced by person A reaches the final user, person B, via the internet channel.
30 Bernd Oswald, ‘Vom Produkt zum Prozess,’ in Leif Kramp and Leonard Novy et al., eds, Journalismus in der digitalen Moderne. Einsichten –
Ansichten – Aussichten, Springer VS, 2013, p. 64.
31 Thierry Groensteen, Comics and Narration, UP of Mississippi, 2013, p. 74.
32 Ibid., p. 75.
33 Ansgar Nünning, ‘“But man (…) is the story-telling animal” Perspektivenwechsel und Perspektivenvielfalt bei der Behandlung von Short Stories,’
Der fremdsprachliche Unterricht. Englisch, 33, 1999, 4–12.
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narratives.34 This stems from a technical experimentation with virtual reality. Moreover, although NSS is labelled an
‘interactive comic’, the presence of interactivity is not as strong as it is in FF, for example. Based on the definition
provided at the beginning of this paper, interactivity in NSS is present only insofar as the user needs to control the
mouse or cursor keys to move the timeline and, therefore, to click and read through the fifteen minutes of narrated time
in graphic narratives.
As explained earlier, even if the user has somewhat of a choice in terms of freely deciding where to start reading a
series of panels or what to read first (either the civilians’ statements or the perspectives of the other two parties in NSS),
the readeragent’s possibilities are nevertheless limited in such that s/he can only choose between walking to different
directions in the VR world. The behaviour of neither the user nor a VR member is influenced or activated (since there is
no other character in FF at all), as the definition of interactivity in a narrow sense requires. In Marie-Laure Ryan’s words,
one encounters an ‘external-explanatory interactivity’,35 or, as I suggest, a ‘light’ interactivity.36 In addition, the flashing
of geometric symbols in NSS, which include hyperlinks and refer to existing audio material or newspaper articles (mostly
from the New York Times or the Washington Post),37 also cannot be treated as interactive elements in the strict sense
of direct computer-user-interaction.
Another example illustrating ‘exploration’ rather than ‘interaction’ in the case studies can also be seen in FF. When
accessing this piece of CJ for the first time, the reading of the coloured beacons follows the structure predefined by the
media filter of the producers of FF. They decide which eyewitness report will be read first. For example, reading
eyewitness report number six requires having read the other five reports chronologically, which, then, is symbolised with
check marks on the map on the home screen. However, if one has played through the entire Ferguson-story and visited
all the places and listened to each eyewitness account, one is able to revisit any place, replay any audio material or reread the graphic narratives, thus breaking up the traditional linear narrative.

9 Conclusion
Whereas the first part of this paper was aimed at briefly explaining graphic journalism and distinguishing it from comics
journalism, as well as approaching graphic journalism via a brief discussion of the concept of interactivity, the second
part discusses the case studies of The Nisoor Square Shooting (2010) and Ferguson Firsthand (2015) created by Dan
Archer. It analyses and interprets how the two pieces of graphic journalism create new ways of storytelling, what their
innovative elements are, to what extent interactivity occurs and which functions it fulfils.
It has been determined that GJ can appropriately be applied when different voices and perspectives need to be
addressed so that the reader can make up his/her own mind. Visual storytelling draws readeragents into the story due
to the compressed amount of information in a digital, a visual as well as an attractively structured form. Also noteworthy
is the fact that the comics journalist behind both case studies, Dan Archer, can be regarded as a pioneer of this new
type of web-graphic journalism. He is playing with technology and new digital ways of storytelling while at the same time
pushing the borders of narratology, comics studies and non-fiction storytelling to their limits.
It has been shown that web-graphic journalism has added levels of interactivity to the reception process. It is connected
to the line of narration in such that the interactive elements break up the linear storytelling, such as how the recipient
gets to choose where to go with the story first. However, the level of interactivity we face here is still restricted in basic
features that cannot be compared to, for example, video game playing. This is why I speak of the occurrence of a light
interactivity. It has been shown that interactive storytelling functions differently in the cases presented due to the fact
that the users’ agency is used to different degrees of interactivity, travelling between the spectrums of mere storytelling
34 Sebastian Domsch, Storyplaying: Agency and Narrative in Video Games, De Gruyter, 2013, p. 3.
35 Marie-Laure Ryan, Avatars of Story, University of Minnesota Press, 2006, p. 108.
36 I am grateful to one of the referees for commenting on this paragraph and prompting me to elaborate on what s/he referred to as ‘light’ interactivity.
37 In NSS, the timeline presents the most substantial restriction. However, the producers’ ‘guided narrative’ is also necessary to account for the past,
to reprocess every situation and to record meticulously. Of course, one can jump from the beginning to the end, yet it would not make sense and would
be unsupportive of the initiator’s idea of a chronological reading order.
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towards storyplaying.38 I therefore suggest calling a light version of interactivity storyworld-exploring (my phrasing). The
waiver of a strongly occurring interactivity is explainable with comics journalism’s purpose of record keeping. Compared
to video games, the readeragent is not active. If this occurred, the state of facts within the storyworld could be in danger
due to the recipient’s data-changing.
However, to have the recipient slightly more engaged in issues and to still guarantee the trustworthiness of the
production side, the virtual reality experience is included as a further step and as a new way of reading non-fiction.
In FF, one encounters a game-like experience in a non-fictional journalistic context that is of an external-explanatory
mode. In comparison, NSS is created as a time-line narrative covering fifteen minutes of time depicted in timefrequencies. Moreover, the different degrees of interactivity have led to the observation that both the name and the role
of the user have been changed in non-fictional graphic journalism. For this reason, comic scholar Thierry Groensteen’s
concept of a ‘readeragent’ has been adopted as a moniker to describe the new multitasking digital reader.
Another point is that the visual and narrative qualities of graphic narratives have proven to be appropriate. For instance,
the use of avatars in FF is able to protect the eyewitnesses’ personalities to a greater extent than, for example,
traditional media broadcasting audio-visual interviews with subjects of the Brown crime scene. Additionally, after
comparing all eyewitness reports, one discovers blank spaces that Archer tried to depict visually by drawing. The
spaces within the gutter are reminiscent of the blank spaces of the eyewitness testimonies. Hence, it is up to the reader
to fill the gaps with his/her imagination.
Ultimately, what stays? What is the intention of graphic journalism in regard to interactivity? Is it to test out and play with
new technological developments? Is it to reach a diverse readership? Is it to reach an interested audience, particularly
of younger people, in a time of decreasing news consumers and where anybody with access to the internet can produce
news? Or, is it the idea that consuming news should be fun and not coercive? Thus, should news be ‘playable’ in the
future? This paper attempts to answer these questions, even if not fully; the objective is to show the influence of
interactivity on graphic journalism, and hence comics journalism as well. It can be seen as an innovative storytelling
format which is able to create and re-arrange socio-political, critical topics from a perspective other than ‘traditional
media’, such as television or printed newspapers. Future research will prove that it is the concept of graphic journalism
going across media and utilising each medium’s strength in combination with the latest trends in media technology that
makes digital graphic journalism interesting for a broad and heterogeneous public. Moreover, more research must be
conducted to determine the extent to which the concept of transmediality39 intersects with web-graphic journalism,
because telling stories across multiple (visual) media formats has become very popular in digital journalism in recent
years. No single medium remains capable of satisfying the curiosity and lifestyles of our citizens now that we are
surrounded by an unprecedented world of content, products and leisure opportunities. It has always been great stories
and articles that win hearts and minds: ‘We have faster and faster turnaround and shorter and shorter attention spans,
and fast-food type stories. But that means it’s even more imperative to tell stories that have a strong emotional and
intellectual impact […]’.40 Another desideratum I would like to address in this context is the lack of research on
the influence of the form (‘how’) on the content (‘what’) in graphic journalism. Considering journalistic principles, if a
‘game-like’ experience is more attractive than decoding and exploring the content, one needs to be all the more careful
and should adhere to moral rules and to journalism’s code of ethics in order to avoid a ‘gamification’ of journalistic
content.
To conclude, as the editors of Journalismus in der digitalen Moderne observe, the effect of the rise of digitalisation leads
to a socio-cultural modernisation of contemporary societies (cf. Kramp et al. 2013: 8). To their mind, in the medium
term, recipients will mainly receive journalistic contents in digital form via electronic devices such as tablets, iPads and
38 cf. Sebastian Domsch, Storyplaying: Agency and Narrative in Video Games, De Gruyter, 2013.
39 Media scholar Kevin Moloney characterises transmedial journalism as follows: ‘[t]ransmedia journalism does require more advance[d] planning
than other kinds of coverage. Decisions need to be made on questions like what the keystone medium will be, how will the story expand (not repeat)
through other media, and what subset stories lend themselves to a particular medium’. Moloney developed seven principles of transmedia journalism
based on Jenkins. For more information, see Kevin Moloney, ‘Multimedia, Crossmedia, Transmedia… What’s in a name?,’ 21 April 2014, https://
transmediajournalism.org/tag/storytelling/.
40 See: Institute for Nonprofit News (INN), ‘Is There Room for a “Slow Journalism” Movement That’s Like the “Slow Food” Movement?,’
Facebook, 9 August 2013.
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smart phones41 (cf. Novy 2013: 27). Future studies will have to prove how far and to what extent graphic journalism as a
new way of digital storytelling will lead to a socio-cultural modernisation of contemporary society and whether it will
result in a revitalisation of the journalistic branch. However, the genre of graphic journalism, particularly comics
journalism, has the potential to be effective as an alternative form of journalism for processing an amount of journalistic
content.
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